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Abstract 
A neural network model of brightness perception is developed to account for a wide va-
' 
riety of data, including the classical phenom~non of ~lach ·bands, low- and high-contrast 
' 
missing fundamental, luminance staircases, and no~-linear contrast effects associated 
with sinusoidal waveforms. The model builds upon previous work on filling-in models 
that produce brightness profiles through the interaction of boundary and feature signals. 
Boundary computations th<tt are sensitive to luminance steps and to continuous lumi-
nance gradients are presented. A new interpretation of feature signals through the explicit 
representation of contrast-driven and luminance-driven information is provided and di-
rectly addresses the issue of brightness "anchoring." Computer simulations illustrate the 
model's competencies. 
J(ey words: brightness, filling-in, neural networks, Mach bands, brightness anchoring, multiple scales 
Running head: Network model of brightness perception 
1To whom all correspondence should be addressed. 
The sensation corresponding to a given luminauce depends so much upon the other luminances 
in the array, and upon other conditions in the world, that it can never provide an explanation of 
the perception of the world. It is a laboratory curiosity of great interest. If we did not know so 
much about it, the present theory could never have been formulated. But nobody ever really sees 
a color sensation of this sort in the ordinary environment. Instead, one detects the pigmentation, 
facing, and illuminatedness of surfaces, all three together; and these invariants of the world can 
only be specified by invariants among the variable luminances of the optic array. Space perception 
is not based on sensations of brightness and color. For this reason, we do not need to review all 
the efforts of psychologists to measure and scale these sensations, and all the controversies to 
which they have led. Interesting as they may be, they are not in the line of inquiry that ends 
\\'ith perception. 
Gibson (1966, p. 222) 
INTRODUCTION 
\Vhile Gibson's (1966) warning about the complexities of a full account of our experience 
of brightness is well-taken, brightness phenomena pro1·ide important constraints for under· 
standing the visual system's mechanisms for encoding spatial luminance 1·ariations in a scene. 
Theories of brightness perception fall into four main classes: a) Contrast-sensitivity-function 
(CSF) models assert that appearance is ,determined largely by the contrast sensitivity func-
tion of the visual system (e.g., Campbell and Robson, 19'68; Cornsweet, 1970); b) Integration 
models attempt to recover object lightness2 (apparent reflectances) by using operations of dif-
ferentiation, thresholding and integration (e.g., Land and \lcCann, 1971; Arend and Goldstein, 
1987); c) "Filling-in" models propose that spreading of neural activity within filling-in com· 
partments produces a response profile isomorphic with the percept (Fry, 1948; \Valls, 1954; 
Gerrits, de Hann, and Vendrik, 1966; Gerrits and Vendrik, 1970; Davidson and Whiteside, 
1971; Hamada, 1984; Cohen and Grossberg, 1984; Grossberg and Todorovic, 1988); and d) 
symbolic models provide symbolic descriptions (i.e., tokens) of salient local luminance changes 
in the visual stimulus (Marr, 1982; Watt and Ivlorgan, 1985; I<ingdom and Moulden, 1992). 
2 \Ve will not be concerned with the distinction between lightness and brightness in the present work; sec 
also f'iorcntini, Baumgartner, Magnussen, Schiller, and Tl1oma.s, 1990. 
In this paper we develop a neural network model of brightness perception in the tradition 
of filling-in theories (Cohen and Grossberg, 198·1; Gerrits and Vendrik, 1970; Grossberg and 
Todorovic, 1988). The output of the model is an activity profile that is, ideally, isomorphic 
with a human's brightness distribution in response to the corresponding stimulus, and there-
fore the model can be said to be isomorphistic, as discussed by Todorovic: (1987); see also 
Ratlifr and Sirovich (1978). The neural network developed here uses the Boundary Contour 
System/Feature Contour System (BCS/FCS) proposed by Cohen and Grossberg (1984) and 
Grossberg and '.lingolla (1985a,b) to explain brightness data. 
Relative to the implementation used for the simulations of Grossberg and Todorovic (1988), 
the present model includes several modifications: a) 0:\ and OFF channels with separate filling-
in domains; b) multiple sp<etial scales: c) a new non-linear circuit for simple cells; d) boundary 
computations that engage a recurrent (feedback) competiti1·e circuit; and e) a new treatment 
for the FCS, including contrast-driven and luminance-dri1·en channels. The combination of 
the non-linear simple cell with the feedback circuit in the BCS produces qualitati1·ely different 
boundary signals for shallow (e.g., ramp-like) and sharp (e.g .. step-like) luminance transitions. 
Depending on the input luminance distribution ,·cry localized or spatially extended boundaries 
may result. The new treatment for the FCS, which now includes a luminance-driven channel 
(:\eurnann, 1993a, 1993b, 199·1), modifies the role diffusion mechanisms have on predicting 
brightness appearance. , .. 
The power of the present approach lies in the proper interaction of the above model com-
ponents in a way that allows the model to handle several brightness phenomen<e previously 
considered challenging to, or even inconsistent with, filling-in or diffusion theories of bright-
ness. One example concerns shallow brightness gradients that originate from luminance ramps 
(which, incidentally, may produce Mach bands) or sinusoidal waves. Perhaps <en even greater 
challenge to filling-in models is a luminance stairc:<rse distribution. The "steps" of the staircase 
presumably block diffusion, and it is not evident how a filling-in model c<en predict that different 
steps appe<er with different brightnesses (since "border contrast" is the same everywhere). 
Recently, models of brightness perception have explicitly incorporated multiple scales in 
their mech<enisms. The MIRAGE model of Watt and Morgan (1985) was the first to incorporate 
such mechanisms in computer simublions of brightness perception. The work of Morrone and 
Burr and colleagues (!llorrone and Burr, 1988; Burr and ~lorrone, 1992) on the local energy 
model employs multiple spatial scales and bas been used to account for brightness stimuli 
(e.g., Ross, lllorrone, and Burr, 1989). Kingdom and Moulden (1992) have proposed a new 
model of brightness perception, called Ivl!DAAS, which draws upon the MIRAGE model. We 
began the present research intrigued by Kingdonr and Moulden's (1992) approach, seeking to 
demonstrate that results comparable or superior to those of MID.\AS could be obtained with 
an (isomorphistic) neural network model of brightness perception. In this article we show 
that functions analogous to those performed by several of ~l!DAAS's interpretation rules are 
obtained as emergent properties of our system of equations. 
Kingdom and \Ioulden (1992, p. 1579) have claimed that. "it is not clear how Grossberg's 
model, at least in its single lilter version, could predict the presence of \lach bands in for 
example, the trapezoid wa\'C'' Simulations we present in a subsequent section account for 
human's perception of a wide variety of stimuli, including !\lach bands in trapezoidal and 
triangular ll'a,·cforrns. as ll'ell as stimuli ll'hose brightness contains shallow spatial gradients 
·-- e.g., a sinusoidal brightness percept. The set of stimuli used in order to demonstrate the 
model's capabilities 11·as chosen so as to include several of the stimuli employed by Kingdom 
and ~lould,en (1992) as it constitutes a rather challenging data set and can be used as a 
"benchmark" in order to evaluate compeling bl-ightnes§ models. 
BRIGHTNESS GRADIENTS WITHIN THE BCS/FCS THEORY 
A fundamental idea of the BCS/FCS theory is th<tt boundaries are used to generate filling-
in compartments where featural quality ("brightness" in our case) is diffused, or spread. The 
final diffused activities correspond to the predicted brightness, whereby boundaries control the 
process of filling-in by forming gates of varia.ble resistance to diffusion. Note that while it may 
seem natural to assume that boundary sign<tls only exist in locations corresponding to disconti-
nuities of luminance (i.e.,"edges"), Grossberg and Jvlingolla (1987) showed that spatially dense 
"boundary webs" can form in regions of continuous luminance gradients. Therefore, the pro-
cess of diffusion may be totally or partially blocked within extended regions, yielding a percept 
of spatially gradual changes in brightness. Boundary signals work to contain diffusion; large 
boundary values do not allow a feat ural \'itlue at a gi\·cn spatial position t.o affect. a neighboring 
one. In regions with zero boundary activity, featural quality is free t.o diffuse, while in regions 
containing spatially dense, boundary signals of sufficient amplitude, little diffusion of featural 
quality throughout a large area may occur. In other words, in such regions featural quality 
cannot be spread, and the corresponding predicted brightness will be similar to the profile 
of featural quality derived by the initial filtering of the scenic input (image) at those spati;tl 
positions. In this sense, spatially extended boundaries of sufficient strength can be thought of 
as print signals, that is, signals that replicate the filtered input to the filling-in stage. 
Figure 1 illustrates how dense boundaries can potentially be employed to account for Mach 
bands in a luminance ramp, while sharp boundary signals are required for a luminance step. 
The luminance ramp profile (input) is initially filtered (feature). If spatially extended bound-
aries of sufficient amplitude can be generated (boundary and bound<ery feedback), the over-
shoots and undershoots present in the feat ural signal are to some extent preserved in the final 
brightness stage, therefore predicting the appearance of \lach bands on the ramp stimulus 
(brightness). For a luminance step no ~lach bands are generated since spatially localized 
boundary signals allow diffusion to proceed unimpeded ---- "spreading" the overshoot and un-
dershoot present in the featural signal. :\ote that for this to occur boundary signals are 
sharpened ,(boundary feedback) so as not to incorrectly block diffusion. For the luminance 
ramp, no such sharpening is triggered. A~ ll'ill lie sho"'!1, the.poll'er of the present approach is 
such that the same system of equations that "isomorphistically" generates ;\•lach bands for a 
luminance ramp does not generate them for a luminance step, for identical system parameters. 
FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE 
At this point it may be useful to briefly summarize the three ways in which a diffusion 
process responsible for filling-in could result in brightness gradients. First, the mechanisms 
specifying diffusion in the FCS are nonconservativc, i.e., they include an activity source (FCS 
input) as well as a sink (decay of activation). Therefore, the diffusion process is not equivalent 
to the classical heat equation, in which the overall energy is preserved (i.e., it is conservative), 
and at equilibrium "activity" is uniform. FCS diffusion is such that at equilibrium values 
·1 
within compartments are not necessarily uniform (see Arrington, 1994) for some examples). 
Second, as pointed out above, boundaries can provide part.ia/ blockage of diffusion. In fact, 
this \\'aS the mechanism able to explain the assimilation data of Shapley and Reid (1986); 
see Grossberg and Todorovic's (19:38) simulations (their Figure 13). Third, boundaries can be 
broad (print signals) and trap modulation present in the FCS (Figure 1a). Feat ural signals that 
are spatially within strong boundary signals cannot spread, while those that are not can. At 
equilibrium, the feature signals trapped by the boundaries preserve their initial spatial profile. 
In summary, in the BCS/FCS, filling-in is not just an averaging of activity within "abrupt" 
compartments (as claimed, e.g., by Paradiso and Nakayama, 1991). Boundaries are not alll'ays 
"ali-or-none" but can be graded, as can the brightness variations computed by the filling-in 
process. 
Boundary Computations 
Analysis of se1·eral brightness stimuli indicates that stimuli ll'ith abrupt luminance tran-
sitions (e.g., luminance steps) generally require sharp boundary signals to create spatially 
abrupt barriers bet ll'een regions of discretely differing brightness iel·els, ll'hile stimuli contain-
ing smooth luminance modulations will require broader boundaries to be able to trap (at 
least some of) the modulation that is present in the featural quality to create smoothly v·ary-
ing brightrless distributions. !-loll' then can the portions of the visual system responsible for 
~ I: 
brightness perception, or a model of it, "decide" (witho_ut a homunculus) whether or not to 
sharpen boundary signals? 
What differentiates the situations requiring sharp and extended boundary signals? Consider 
a system where the input waveform is filtered by both ON and OFF center-surround (circularly-
symmetric) opemtors3 - analogous to, e.g., retinal ganglion cell receptive fields. The solution 
originates from the observation that abrupt transitions of lurnina.nce produce strong responses 
in both the ON and OFF channels. In other words, in the region surrounding an "edge," 
there will be strong ON-activity (at the "light" region) and strong OFF-activity (at the "dark" 
region). This is illustrated in Figure 2a, where ON and OFF channel responses to a step are 
sketched. In sketching these responses is was assumed that the input luminance is filtered by 
3Such operators art similar to lateral inhibition models such as the ones crnploying 11 mcxican-haC' functions 
(see, e.g., ~larr, 1982). 
5 
center-surround operators with zero DC-level (i.e, the "excitatory" and "inhibitory" areas of 
the kernels are the same). Figure 2a shows that ON and OFF channel activities are spatially 
adjacent for a step in luminance. On the other hand, waveforms with more gradual variations of 
luminance lead to a different distribution of ON and OFF responses. Figure 2b shows ON/OFF 
filtering responses for a luminance ramp, illustrating the fact that the latter are spatially 
separated. In both cases above, strong responses occur only at positions of abrupt change in 
slope since a center-surround operator approximates a second-order derivative in 1-D. 
FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE 
The above analysis indicates that ON and OFF responses can be used to guide the com-
putation of boundaries: OK/OFF spatial juxtaposition (Go,·e, 1994; Iverson and Zucker, 1990; 
\!arr and Hildreth, 1980; Gove, Grossberg, <tnd ~!ingolla, 1993: Grossberg, Mingolla, and 
\Villiamson, 1993; Cruthirds, Go,·e, Grossberg, ~!ingolla, \owak, and \Villiamson, 1992) should 
e,·entually lead to sharp boundaries while O\jOFF separation should produce spatially broad 
and shallow boundary signals. \\'e propose a L\YO-stage process for achieving the computational 
competencies to generate the proper activity distribution within the BCS: 1) initial boundary 
responses to stimuli with ON/OFF juxtaposition should be large; and 2) responses that are 
"large" (relative to neighboring ones) arc" sharpened while th<,Jse that are small are not .. More-
~ . 
over, we will demonstrate that a recurrent network employing a single set of parameters can 
automatically "switch" its behavior to provide appropriate output in each case (Grossberg, 
1973; Grossberg and Marshall, 1989). The next two subsections expand on these points. 
Simple and Complex Cells 
In the BCS/FCS, boundaries originate from computations starting with simple and complex 
cells"1. One of the contributions of the present work is to propose a new circuit for simple cells. 
Figure 3 sketches the circuit of a simple cell with light-dark polarity. The circuit itself has 4 
4 In many of the early reports on the llCSjFCS, a simple-cell computational stage involving odd-symmetric, 
polarity specific~ operators 1 has been employed. A complex-cell computational stage pools responses from 
opposite polarity simple-cells and thus is polarity insensitive. These b<L')ic propcrties 1 which resemble in vivo 
cell responses, have motivated the "simple" and "cornplcx" names for these stages. See, e.g., Jacobson et al. 
(1993) for a more detailed physiological model·, see also Grossberg (199•1). 
G 
stages and contains two streams, or channels, namely ON and OFF. The first stage receives 
the results of the initial ON/OFF center-surround filtering (zero DC level is assumed 5). The 
second stage contains an opponent interaction of the ON· and OFF-channels as well as direct 
excitatory inputs from each subfield. The third receives channel-specific inputs from both 
the first (excitatory) and second (inhibitory) stages. Finally, ON and OFF channels are pooled 
producing the final response in stage four. The opponent inhibition associated with the within-
channel inhibition provides a mechanism for disinhibition. As a consequence, the output of the 
circuit will be large only when the inputs from both channels are strOll[\- since disinhibition 
of activation in each subfield occurs. The self-inhibition/disinhibition mechanisms therefore 
realize the functionality of a "smooth" AND-gate (h·erson and Zucker, 1990). 
Therefore, one of the main properties of the operation of simple cells in the current model 
is that they beha1·e (partially) as "coincidence" (juxtaposition) detectors. \ote that model 
simple cells do respond when stimulated by either the o:; or the orr channel alone. They 
behave as "coincidence" detectors only inasmuch as they favor- that is, non-linearly amplify 
·~·- co-acti1·ations of the two channels. In summary, the simple cell design is such that it 
meets the first computational requirement outlined in the end of last section, namely that 
initial boundary-related responses to stimuli with o:;jorr juxtaposition should be large in 
comparison to the case where a single channel is activating the circuil. 
L' 
FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE 
Non~linear Recurrent Competitive Circuit 
Complex cells responses activate a feedback network that is capable of spatially sharpening 
strong signals. However, the network should not sharpen weak complex cell responses. The 
recurrent competitive circuit illustrated in Figure 4 is able generate such a behavior. The 
circuit has two layers, F1 and F2, with the inputs exciting the cells in F1. Within layer F2, 
cells interact via a feedback network. 
5The DC, or '<direct current/' refers to the "baseline)) of activity of a given activity profile, or more precisely, 
the amplitude of the zero frequency component in t.he frequency domain. 
FIGURE 4 ABOUT HERE 
This type of network has been carefully investigated by Grossberg and Marshall (1989) and 
been shown to contrast enhance certain types of patterns (see also Grossberg, 1973). A key 
property of the circuit is that it can sharpen the spatial distribution of signals that are "large" 
relative to their neighbors. The behavior of the circuit can under some circumstances be 
approximately summarized as "winner-take-all-above-threshold" within small spatial regions, 
where the extent of these regions depends on several factors (see Appendix B) including the 
input activity magnitude and profile (see also Figure 5. When the recurrent circuit is included 
in the multi-scale network proposed here, il will be shown through computer simulations that 
the system can be robustly balanced so as to sharpen complex cell responses originating from 
low contrast steps, while at the same time prescn·ing rclativ·ely unchanged those complex cell 
responses originating from more gradual wav·cforms. such as a ramp. 
I\'ote that the behavior of the recurrent competitive field is unlike the one obtained with 
a simple activity threshold. What determines whether a given activity will survive or not is 
its absolute magnitude and the input magnitude at neighboring positions. Activities that are 
large relativ·e to neighboring ones are contrast enhanced while those that are small are not. 
Moreover, i\.Ctivity distributions for which all inputs are absolutely small are largely preserved . 
Figure 5 illustrates the above remarks. 
... 
FIGURE 5 ABOUT HERE 
FCS Computations and the "Luminance-Driven" Pathway 
Recently, Neumann (1993a, 1994) presented an analysis that clarified how the interaction 
of ON/OFF signals for brightness computation (Grossberg, 1987b, 1994; Grossberg and Wyse, 
1991) can be thought of as part of a parallel scheme for "contrast-driven" and "luminance-
driven" processing. Indeed, it was proposed that the existence of initial retinal ON and OFF 
channels provides a highly efficient coding and transmission scheme for the representation of 
contrast-driven and luminance-driven information in the visual system. In Neumann's proposal 
(Figure 6), the visual scene is initially filtered with center-surround ON and OFF operators and 
then combined in two sepamte ways: 1) in an opponent (inhibitory) fashion that generates 
zero DC level signals (ON/OFF contrasts); and 2) in an pooled (excitatory) form that produces 
a "low-pass" version of the input distribution (low-pass luminance). More precisely, the "low-
pass luminance" corresponds to a low-pass filtered and non-linearly compressed version of the 
input luminance distribution, which is formally deft ned in Appendix A. Luminance-driven cells 
have not been reported in primates, although they have been found in cats (Barlow and Levick, 
1969)' 
In the present model, a related scheme is used for the initial FCS computational stages. We 
embed O'i and OFF domains of filling-in in the circuit of Figure 6. As sketched in Figure 7, the 
inputs to the 0'\ /OFF diffusion domains are the respective contrast-signals. The equilibrated 
O'i/OFF filling-in signals are then used to modify the low-pass "luminance." In other words, 
o:; /OFF domains are combined with luminance-driven signals in order to produce (single-scale) 
brightness predictions. Figure 7 also shows that boundary signals generated by the BCS are 
used to regulate the diffusion process. Such signals are generated by the combination of simple 
and complex cell circuits and the feedback competitive circuit. as discussed above. In the 
current implementation the luminance-dri,·cn pathway dots not undergo filling-in - this was 
adopted for simplicity. Instead this signal is used as a ·'baseline" of activity which is then 
modified by the outputs of the O'i and OFF filling-in domains. 
,_-
FIGURE 6 ABOUT HERE 
FIGURE 7 ABOUT HERE 
The segregation of contrast-driven and luminance-driven signals by the early visual system 
also addresses the anchoring problem (Gilchrist, Catt.aliotti, Bonato, and Li, 1992; Gilchrist, 
1993): how are relative luminances in the visual field transformed into absolute brightness 
values? This important question goes back to Hering's (1874/1964) assignment of "middle 
gray" to the luminance that corresponds to t.he midpoint of the range of perceptual responses. 
It is interesting to note that while confronting this problem, Arend (1973, p. 391) proposed 
that "an additional channel of information frorn lhc rct.in<t" that. is not differential in response, 
9 
may be responsible for attributing absolute brightness levels. 
MULTIPLE SCALE BRIGHTNESS SYSTEM 
Figure 8 illustrates the four key computational stages of the model: 1) The input stimulus 
is split into separate contrast-driven and luminance··driven representations; 2) Contrast-driven 
signals are employed to produce boundaries; 3) Contrast-driven signals are also used as fea-
ture signals that undergo diffusion regulated by boundary signals; 4) Contrast-driven and 
luminance-driven signals are recombined providing the final model output which is isomorphic 
to the brightness percept. 
FIGURE 8 ABOUT HERE 
The entire multi-scale model is presented in Figure 9 and a complete description of all model 
equations is given in Appendix .\. :\frer the initial center-surround filtering and the splitting 
of the input stimulus into contrast-driven a.nd luminance-driwn representations, boundary 
signals are computed (upper left). Contrast-driven signals are used as filling-in features that 
undergo diffusion (upper middle). Finally, single scale predictions are generated and linearly 
averaged tel produce the final multi-settle brightness prediction (upper right). 
~ I: 
FIGURE 9 ABOUT HERE 
SIMULATIONS 
The behavior of the model specified in Appendix A is best illustrated through a set of 
computer simulations. Equations 17, 23, and 24 are solved using fourth order Runge-Kutta 
until activities equilibrate; all other model stages are solved at equilibrium as specified. We 
have chosen to investigate several of the stimuli employed by Kingdom and Moulden (1992) 
since they constitute a challenging and interesting set of phenomena. Stimuli are all 1-D slices 
through 2-D stimuli. Each simulation displays through a set of graphs the activity levels of 
certain model stages at equilibrium as a function of sp<ltial position. Plots displaying ON and 
10 
OFF contrast-driven ilCtivities usc, respectively, solid <mel dotted lines. Results for ON and OFF 
filling-in domains are displayed with ON-activities being positive and OFF-activities negative; 
the latter are negative for illustration purposes only (since they contribute to "darkness") and 
in the model they are positive signals. Multiple scale computations were performed in three 
scales ("small," "medium" and "large") which were sufficient to illustrate the behavior of the 
model; these were indicated by the numbers l, 2, and 3 in the graph labels. The same plotting 
range for they-axis is used throughout different simulations for the final multi-scale brightness 
stage. 
Trapezoidal ware. The model correctly predicts the appearance of 'dach bands on a trape-
zoidal wave, as shown in Figure 10. Figure 11 summarizes the key computational stages of 
the simulation. The left plots show how the final boundary signals (dotted lines) spatially 
overlap the feature signals (solid lines), which will, then, not be able to diffuse and become 
uniform. The equilibrated ON (dense line) and OFF (dotted line) filling-in acti1·ities are shown 
in the middle plot and contribute only to the production of the '·light" and "dark" bands-
i.e., the trapezoidal modulation is not present in the equilibrated filling-in signal. The right 
plot shows the acti1·ity in the luminance-dri,·en channel. It is this signal that registers the 
input stimulus modulation. The recombination of the 0\ and OFF filling-in information with 
the luminance-driYen channel produces the final brightness predictions. Such recombination 
~ I: 
can be interpreted in terms of the luminance-driven channel providing a "baseline·' of activity 
that is modified by ON (excitatory) and OFF (inhibitory) filling-in activities (see equation 26), 
which produces I\·1ach bands. 
FIGURE 10 ABOUT HERE 
FIGURE 11 ABOUT HERE 
The above discussion highlights the several model interactions responsible for its behavior, 
namely, interactions between boundary, feature, rtncllurninance-clrivcn signals. The trapezoidal 
wave simulation also dcmonstrrttcs that filling-in can have a reduced role in the present model 
when compared to the one proposed by Grossberg and Topclorovic (1988). In other words, 
l I 
while filling-in is responsible for registering the light and dark bands, it is the luminance-driven 
channel that provides the information concerning the overall brightness distribution. For other 
stimuli, filling-in plays a role more similar to the one in the Grossberg and Todorovic (1988) 
proposal, such as in a square wa\·e or in simultaneous brightness contrast (see below). In such 
cases the contribntion of the luminance-driven channel to the final brightness prediction is 
similar to the filling-in contribution. 
The "soft-threshold" behavior of the boundary system also is evident in the trapezoidal 
wave simul<ttion. Complex cells non-linearly amplify their responses when 0"!1 /OFF juxta-
positions of initial filtering acti\·ities are detected. For a trapezoidal waveform, ON and OFF 
contrast-dri\·en signals arise only at the inflection points and are associated with OFF-responses 
at the "low knee-pont" and with 0:\-rcsponses at the "high knee-point". Such spatial distribu-
tion does not favor strong complex cell responses and does not trigger sharpening of boundary 
signals. Dense boundary signals result. 
For more than a century ~lach bands ha\·e fascinated vision scientists and an enormous 
amount of data exists on t.hern (see, e.g., Ratliff, 196.5). Recently, 'llorrone and Burr and 
colleagues have provided several important measurements related to \'lach bands. In one 
study (Ross eta/., 1989) they measured the contrasts needed to see \!ach bands on trapezoidal 
waveforms.· Their main finding was that sensitivity rises gently to a peak, then drops sharply 
,. 
as spatial frequency increases. We studied the behavioJVof the present model when stimulated 
with trapezoidal waveforms of varying spatiill frequencies. Figure 12 (left) plots light mach 
band strength as a function of spatial frequency (see Appendix C for details). The results show 
a gentle rise to a peak followed by iln abrupt fall. Since the aim of the current investigation 
is to study many brightness phenomena at the same time in order to best probe underlying 
mechanisms, we were not concerned with optimizing the parametric fit to any one data set. 
Note that these fits were produced after all model pilrameters were fixed once the simnlations 
for Figures 10, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20 were done- we will refer to the set of simulations 
shown in these figures as our "initial set.'' The results presented in Figure 12 (left) should be 
compared to the data obtained by Ross t1 a/. (1989) (Figure 12 right). 
FIGURE 12 ABOUT HERE 
12 
ll'!ach bands are not seen in a luminance step, or in a square wave. As pointed out by 
several researchers (e.g., Fiorentini, 1972) this fact highlights the inadequacy of models relying 
primarily on lateral inhibition for explaining Mach bands, since the effect should be maximal at 
a step discontinuity in luminance. In our simulations, the recurrent competitive field sharpens 
all boundary profiles at step tmnsitions in luminance, a behavior which depends on the non-
linear amplification of simple cell responses at step edges that results from ON /OFF signal 
juxtaposition. The final multi-scale brightness is, consequently, a square wave. Ross et a/. 
(1989) corroborated with simulations the claim that lateral inhibition models of Mach bands 
are inadequate by comparing results predicted by such model with actual data. In their 
study contrast thresholds for seeing Mach bands on trapezoidal waveforms that were filtered, 
or smoothed, to different extents, were measured. The main result was that as the cut-off 
frequency of the Gaussian filter increased (making the low-pass filtering less severe), sensitivity 
to \lach bands increases (Figure 13 right). The results of the model when simulated with such 
stimuli are shown in Figure J:l left. .-\s in the case of the human data, the model becomes 
more and more sensitive as the cut-off frequency of the smoothing filter increases. 
FIGURE 13 ABOUT HERE 
Triangular wave. Mach bands have be¢n sturlied not only in trapezoidal like modulations of 
luminance but in other stimuli. A noteworthy example is the presence of brightness overshoots 
and undershoots reminiscent of Mach bands in triangular waveforms. Recent evidence on 
detection thresholds for these patterns have been shown to be very similar to the ones for 
trapezoidal waves (Ross et al., 1989), lending further support that these percepts have the 
same origin as Mach bands. The model correctly predicts the presence of bright and dark 
bands and computationally their origin is the same as for the trapezoidal wave (Figure 14). 
FIGURE 14 ABOUT HERE 
High and low cont.rast Missing Fundamental (M F). The missin.g fundamental (MF) wave 
first shown by Campbell, Howell, ilnd 1\obson (1971 ), is generated by having the fundamental 
hrtrmonic component removed from a square ll'rtve. This stimulus is particularly interesting, as 
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its appearance changes quillita.tivcly depending on amount of contrast. For high contrasts it 
hils ilmore or less veridical appearance (the "cusps" are seen) while for low enough contrasts, 
subjects report perceiving a square wave. The classical explanation for this stimulus relies 
on the fact that the 1-.!F differs from a square wave only at the lowest spatial frequency, and 
that low spiltial frequencies are attenuilted by the visuill system. Therefore, only a stimulus of 
sufficient contrast can be differentiilted from a square wave; for a discussion of some weaknesses 
of this approach see Todorovic (1987) and Kingdom and ~louldcn (1989). 
Our simulations correctly predict the effect of contrast on the percept, as shown in Fig-
ures 15 and 16. Figure 15 shows several model stages. In the bottom row the input (I;) is shown 
to the left of the final multiple scale brightness prediction (f; ). The input luminance is initially 
filtered by 0:-< and OFF channels and the results generate contrast-driven and luminance-driven 
signals; the second row shows 0:-</0FF filtering (yt and yn, O'i'./OFF contrasts (ct and ci), 
and the luminance-driven signal (/,). Rows 3-.j show multi-scale computations. Column 1: 
complex cells (:r;5 ): column 2: boundaries (wf); column 3: equilibrated 0:\ and OFF filling-in 
(vf+ and r('-); column 4: single scale brightness (uf'). The model predicts that a high contrast 
MF is perceived more or less veridically, since dense boundary signals present in scales 1 and 
2 work to contain diffusion, thereby preserving the acti1·ity gradient present in the O:>/OFF 
filtering (fe,ature). Although the input luminance contains abrupt transitions ("edges") that 
produce sharp boundary signals, small co;llplex"Ccll response& between the "edges" are able to 
survive as non-zero boundary signals. In other words, while 'the recurrent circuit producing 
boundaries sharpens the large activities associated with the "edges," it also allows preservation 
outside the domain of the feedback (regulated by spatial kernels). Note that the complex cell 
responses in between the "edge" positions are small since at these positions only ON or OFF 
(but not both) contrast-driven information is non-zero, and the simple cell circuit is designed 
so as lo amplify responses only when ON/OFF juxtaposition occurs. 
FIGURE 15 ABOUT HERE 
The simulation for the high contrast missing fundamental shows the multi-scale behavior 
of the model. As discussed, in scale 1 dense boundary signals survive which allow the model 
to capture the large variations in brightness induced by the stimulus (see ON/OFF filling-in 
1 ). At the same time, the sharp boundaries generated for scale 3 allow the system to capture 
the overall modulation of the stimulus (see ON/OFF filling-in 3). The combination of these 
two scales, and indeed of all three scales, provides a more accurate prediction of how a high 
contrast missing fundamental is perceived by the human \·isual system than is possible by any 
single scale. 
A low contrast MF, on the other band, is seen as a square wave (Figure 16). For this 
stimulus, all boundary signals are sharp and all feature signals are free to diffuse, generating 
square wave (single-scale) predictions. The final predicted brightness is a square wave. 
FIGURE16ABOUTHERE 
Simultaneous brightness contrast. Grossberg and Tocloro1·ic ( !9SS) have shown that their 
implementation of the BCS/FCS theory can account for a multitude of brightness contrast 
phenomena. The model proposed here is also capable of correctly predicting this type of 
phenomenon (Figure 17). 
FIGURE 17 ABOUT HERE 
,. 
Sine wave. Another luminance waveform whose appearance depends on stimulus contrast 
is the sine wave. When contrast is small, subjects perceive the luminance variations essentially 
veridically. On the other hand, if contrast is high enough, subjects perceive the luminance 
waveform in a highly distorted way; the "positive-going" segments of the modulation being 
perceived as "flattened." We agree with Kingdom and Moulden (1992) that such deformation 
most likely originates from the initial stages of visual processing that are responsible for gain 
control. Figure 18 shows the outcome of the model for a high contrast sine wave. The initial 
0 N /oFF filtering corn presses the input pat tern (clue to gain control) and is responsible in great 
part for the final brightness appearance. However, single-scale predictions are the outcome of 
the interaction between boundary, feature and luminance-driven signals and we can see that 
boundary signals have a further contribution to tl,e ddor111ation of the brightness percept. 
FIGURE 18 ABOUT HERE 
Luminance staircase. A luminance staircase illustmtes well how the luminance-driven chan-
nel contributes to brightness perception. Figure 19 shows some of the model stages for this 
distribution. By definition, the luminance-driven channel faithfully follows the modulation 
present in the input and since it provides a "baseline" of activity that is combined with ON 
and OFF filling-in information to derive brightness, the model correctly predicts that a series of 
brightness steps is perceived. Note also that brightness is not perfectly uniform along the lu-
minance plateaus. Smaller regions would produce even more uneven brightnesses, as predicted 
by the Chevreul illusion. This once more illustrates the nature of non conservative filling-in, in 
which final equilibrated activities are not necessarily uniform. 
FIGURE 19 ABOUT HERE 
We also im·cstig<rted the pattern shown in Figure 20 where a series of luminance "cusps" 
is present. It is known that while one or two cusps can induce \'igorous brightness steps, the 
effect is greatly diminished for a series of cusps (Coren, 1983; Cohen and Grossberg, 1984). 
In many cases, only the outer regions produce brightness differences that are perceptually 
salient, as shown in the simulations. Insidentif!ly, in such displays the cusps themselves are 
.' 
more salient, that is, they appear more like cusps th~Ir like steps. Note that our model is 
perfectly capable of handling brightness steps induced by a single cusp, a~ is evident from the 
brightness associated with the last cusp in our stimulus. The simulations for the low contrast 
missing fundamental also shows that the model correctly ha.ndles such cases; in fact, a low 
contrast missing fundamental can be seen as an itlternative method to generate a luminance 
cusp. Finally, note that brightness models such as MIDAAS (Kingdom and Moulden, 1992) 
that propose perfect brightness transitivity would predict that a luminance staircase and a 
series of cusps, as shown in the two stimuli above, look approximately the same. As the 
present model predicts, transitivity is not preserved completely and is contingent on specific 
stimulus parameters (Shapley and Reid, 1985; Reid and Shapley, 1988; Arend and Goldstein, 
1987). 
lG 
FIGURE 20 ABOUT HERE 
Recently, rdorrone, Burr, and 1\oss (1994) have disc01·erecl an interesting illusion related to 
a luminance staircase6 As indicated in Figure 19, a regular luminance staircase is perceived 
to be "scallopy," the well known Chevreul illusion. Such appearance changes when a series of 
lines (either light or clark) are added to the steps (see Figure 21 left), as the steps no longer 
look "scallopy'' but of uniform brightness on both sides of the line. ll'lorrone et a/. (1994) 
point out that the introduction of the lines creates an illusory brightness step, i.e., there is a 
net change in brightness at the line where in the stimulus there is no associated luminance 
change. Figure 21 shows that our model correctly predicts such illusory steps. In the model, 
the lines in the stimulus produce sharp boundaries that block diffusion. Since the domains 
of filling-in created by such boundaries are much smaller than the entire plateau in a regular 
staircase (less than half the size), diffusion 11·ill produce equilibrated acti\·ities that are more 
uniform. Figure :21 also shows the acti\·ity in the luminance-clri\·en channel. While such 
acti\·ity underlies the final steps in brightness that are associated with the luminance steps, it 
cannot, by itself, explain the illusory steps at the line. These originate from feature signals, in 
a way similar to a simulation of brightness contrast. \ote that the region to the left of a line is 
brighter because the incoming feature signal contains an 0\'€1'sboot from the dark-to-light step, 
while the region to the right is darker clue to the unde~shoot in the feature signal associated 
with the light-to-dark step. Such feature signals are used as inputs to ON and OFF filling-in 
domains which contribute to the final brightness. Not only is the model's behavior related to 
that of simultaneous brightness contrast, but we belie,·e Lh2.t phenomenologically the modified 
Chevreul illusion is related to such effect. The regions separated by the line appear different 
in a way that can be predicted by brigh Lness contrast. 
FIGURE 21 ABOUT HERE 
;\side from correctly predicting the appearance of the overall stimulus, our model accounts 
for two key facts revealed by Morrone ct a/. (199,!). First, the thin lines can be either light 
0 \Ve thank ConccLta Morrone for bringing this interesting visual illusion to our attention. 
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or dark for the illusion to work. In the moclcl, what is necessary is that these be strong 
enough to generate sharp boundaries. Second, low contrast lines do not change the Cheneul 
illusion producing the illusory brightness step at the line, only contrasts that are high enough, 
which are typically much higher then the ones required to detect the lines in isolation. This 
can also be understood in the context of our model: as the contrast of the line is increased 
there is a point where there is a switching in the model's behavior and the production of 
sharp boundaries. This behavior is reminiscent of the phenomenology of the stimulus: "as 
the contrast of the bar increased, it reaches a point where there is a qualitative change in the 
pattern, as the scallopyness gives way to two separate regions on each step, each of distinct 
brightness" (Morrone and Burr, 1994, p. 1568). We are also confident that the present model 
can account for the perceptual modifications certain stimulus manipulations produce, such as 
high-pass filtering (\forrone and Burr, 1994). For example, employing a filter with a cut-
off frequency of 2.15 c/step dramatically reduces the illusion (see their Figure 1E). Due to 
the high-pass filtering the staircase luminance distribution is basically rem01·ed and the the 
luminance edges lead to Craik-O.Brien type "cusp" transitions. The present model will then 
generate a brightness step at the cusp, but these will be basically the same everywhere. The 
resulting prediction is that the modified Cheneul illusion disappears. 
\lorrony et a/. (199-1) also show the behavior of the local energy model when simulated 
with such stimuli, with excellent data fits'. It is'\nteres0ng to, note that while the local energy 
model produces good results for the modified Chevreul illusion, as Burr ?-nd ;\lorrone (1992) 
state, it does not yet provide a satisfactory explanation of the classical Chevreul illusion. The 
present model, on the other hand, provides a unified account for both stimuli and a host of 
others through the interaction of contrast-driven (feature) and luminance-driven channels and 
the switching behavior of the boundary computations. 
DISCUSSION 
Brighlntss Perception Models 
Next we brieOy discuss models that have been rccenlly proposed that and have directly 
tried lo account for some of the brightness pcru~pts we have simulated. 
ji) 
A!JRAGE. The ~!IRAGE model of WatLand Morgan (IDS5) was proposed to provide a 
symbolic description of local luminance changes in visu;tl stimuli. MIRAGE has attempted to 
explain, among other things, brightness perception, in particular effects such as the Chevreul 
illusion and Mach bands. Although MIRAGE produces good matches for "edge" and "blur" 
data, we do not think it provides the correct level of analysis for brightness data. The visual 
systern is confronted with a rnultitude of stimuli, the majority of wlrich have shallow variations 
in brightness'- !IIIRAGE, however, is only concerned with "important" features and while it 
can properly determine "edges" and "bars" it does not describe the "other" visual properties. 
For concreteness, consider a trapezoidal 1vave, which Watt and !\!organ (1985) claim the model 
predicts as ha1·ing ~lach bands. The output of the model states that two bars of opposite 
polarity are present and these can be associated with \lach bands. However, the bars are 
joined by a region corresponding to a luminance plateau. therefore predicting that there is no 
ramp connecting the light and dark bands (\Vat t and \!organ, 1985; their Figure 6). This 
point has been pre1·iously made by Fiorcntini cl o/. (1990) (see also Kingdom and \loulden, 
1992). Thus, by prm·iding scene descriptions that employ a vocabulary that only includes 
"edges", "bars", and "pl<lteaus," ~!!RAGE does not properly describe brightness phenomena. 
MID/\AS. Eingdom and \loulden (1992) ha1·c proposed a model of brightness perception 
using multiple spatial scales (\l!D:\:\S) and ha1·e simulated a large set of brightness stim-
uli. ill!DAAS has fi1·e processing stages but ll'e· ll'ill concenq·ate on its most important stage 
~ . 
which generates symbolic descriptions of brightness changes for multiple spatial scales. The 
model proposes that after the input is convolved, interpretation rules are used to determine 
the brightness prediction associated with each spatial scale. Figure 22 displays four of the in-
terpretation rules used by iv!IDAAS. Fixed interpretation rules as used by MIDAAS will often 
err and cannot provide a general framework for brightness perception. Consider the situation 
depicted in Figure 23a, where MIDAAS is to process a stimulus similar to the one used for 
rule (c), but where the middle plateau extends in space such that the central lobe of a tripha-
sic response (Figure 23b is "cusped" and uneven (for any given spatial scale). This spatial 
distribution of luminance does not trigger rule (e), but instead rule (d); unlike the situation 
depicted for rule (d) where the contrasts are tire same at both steps, the contrasts now differ. 
7These are distinct from the slow \'ariations in luml7lancc that are "discounted" by the visual system. 
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According to !I!ID:\AS, when rule (d) is triggered, '·the brightness profile is interpreted as a 
'filled-in' version of the lobe" (Kingdom and l'vloulclen, 1992, p. 1567). However, the filtered 
profile in Figure 23b is asymmetric and it is not clear how to treat this case properly. Kingdom 
and !lloulden (1992, p. 1573) propose that their algorithm "extrapolates" between the two 
edges as shown in Figure 23c- the "extrapolation" constitutes yet another (implicit) rule of 
the model. This solution is clearly inappropriate since no brightness ramp is perceived for this 
stimulus. Even more serious problems arise when evaluating MIDAAS within the framework of 
regularization theory (Terzopoulos, 1983; Poggio et a/., 198.5; Blake and Zisserman, 1987). It 
can be shown that MIDAAS employs a sequential "scanning" technique-- i.e., another rule-
so as to connect local brightness steps by brightness plateaus (see Pessoa, \lingolla, Neumann, 
199·1). Finally, Kingdom and Moulden (1992) state that as defined ~l!DA.-\S can only deal 
with stimuli with 1-D symmetry. The arbitrary nature of the interpretation rules is highlighted 
by im·estigating how the model would beha\'e with 2-D data. Although it can be postulated 
that a different set of "2-D rules" should be applied if the model is to be expanded to account 
for such stimuli, we believe that the approach is greatly undermined by necessitating a revision 
of its set of rules, which constitutes the core of the model. The present work, on the other 
hand. has a natural extension to a 2-D implementation, which is currently underway. Indeed 
an implementation of a related multi-scale BCS/FCS network for image processing has already 
' been described in Grossberg, Mingolla, a!lll Wil.liamson (1993). 
FIGURE 22 ABOUT HERE 
FIGURE 23 ABOUT HERE 
Rule-based models in general, and MIDAAS in particular, have to offer some rational as 
to why particular rules are employed by them as opposed to other possible ones. The network 
model developed here offers a mechanistic explanation for several of the rules employed by MI-
DAAS by the instantiation of a dynamical system that behaves as if it were a mle based system 
following some of the Kingdom and Moulden ( 1992) prescriptions. Consider, for example, rules 
(b) and (c) outlined in Figure 22. Intuitively, they state that undershoots (or overshoots) in 
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the initial filtering stages of the visual system are only perceived as brightness undershoots (or 
overshoots) when gradual variations of luminance occur. As shown in the computer simulations 
above, in our model, the registration of brightness undershoots (or overshoots) is obtained by 
shallow boundary signals that "print" the input to diffusion by blocking filling-in. At the same 
time, abrupt discontinuities of luminance produce sharp boundaries that allow for featural 
diffusion or uniformizalion. In terms of the model, this "switching" behavior origimttes from 
the recurrent circuit's ability to distinguish which responses from the simple and complex cell 
stage originate near steps and which originate near ramps of luminance. Therefore, these two 
symbolic rules employed by :\!ID.-\.-\S serve as descriptions of the complex interactions present 
in our model, i.e., they are useful at a descriptive iel·el. Indeed, in conducting our study we de-
voted considerable time to asking precisely how competencies such as present in the lv!IDAAS 
rule set could be instantiated in an analog neural network. It should be pointed out, howe1-er, 
that the rules per se lack the flexibility and context-dependency necessary to account for a 
wider range of stimuli, and thus cannot be taken as the sole explanation of the phenomena at 
hand. Systems of ordinary differential equations such as the one we used, on the other hand, 
cannot fail to specify model behavior for all possible input distributions, including those that 
"fall between" the rules of symbolic approaches. 
Local e~ergy model. Although models of early visual processing differ widely, they share the 
property that incoming inputs are first filtered b'y even-svmmetric receptive-field like operators; 
a few use odd-symmetric operators (e.g., Canny, 1986) instead. lv!orro,ne and Burr (1988) 
proposed that by combining the output of both types of operators- even- and odd-symmetric 
-,it is possible to account for a large body of psychophysical data. Their model employs two 
sets of matched operators and uses them to obtain a "local energy" measure at every location 
of the visual scene. Local energy is defined as the square-root of the sum of the squares of 
the filter responses and is used to indicate the positions of "features." As with other models, 
Morrone and Burr (1988) are interested in determining the positions of "lines" and "edges," 
and in their theory, these correspond to peaks (local maxima) of local energy. The operations 
of the model are performed in multiple spatial scales, although these are not critical to the its 
functioning. 
The model has been used to account for several brightness phenomena (see Burr and 
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Morrone, 1992) and its performance when compared to the perceptual detection of Mach 
bands is particularly striking (Ross et al., 1989). The model encounters problems with other 
stimuli, howe\·er. As Ross et al. ( 1989) have themselves pointed out, the local energy profile 
is flat for single sinusoids. Therefore, the model predicts that a, say, high contrast sine wave 
will be "featureless." Nevertheless, if an initial compressiye non-linearity is assumed, the local 
energy profile will not be flat8 The local energy model is primarily interested in determining 
the localization of visually salient features ("lines" and "edges") and it is not clear what the 
output of the model would represent in this case. 
The local energy model has problems in order to explain the fact that for many stimuli, 
contrast determines how they are perceived. As pointed out by Kingdom and Moulden (1992), 
this behavior is due to the fact that the position of the peaks in local energy that constitute 
the output of the model and signal important '·features" in a scene ("lines" and "edges"), 
are im·ariant with input stimulus amplitude. Thus. the model cannot, without modifications, 
account for why the missing fundamental stimulus is perceived differently as a function of 
contrast; as a squarc-\\'ave for low contrast and with the ''\·eridical" cusps for higher contrasts, 
as shown in our simulations. The same problem is encountered when processing low and high 
contrast sinusoidal waves- the latter is percci\·ed in a deformed way while the former in a 
more veridjcal form. 
"Lines" and "Edges" in Human Vision 
Morrone and Burr (1988) have shown how the local energy model (see above) correctly 
accounts for several results on the perception of "lines" and "edges." A rather striking set 
of demonstrations employed four different stimuli whose amplitude spectrum was that of a 
square wave, differing in phase only. Subjects indicated the major features of the patterns 
and described their nature. It is interesting to study the behavior of the present model, which 
unlike alternative approaches does not code lines and edges as "primitives," with such stimuli. 
Figure 24 shows the prediction of the model when simulated with a stirnulus9 that elicited the 
impression of having "edges with superimposed lines, somewhat like a Mach band" (Morrone 
8 \Vc thank an anonymous reviewer for this clarification. 
9For details on the generation of the stimuli on Figures 211 and '25 refer Lo figure 4c and 1d of i\forrone and 
Burr (1088). 
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<md Burr, 1988, p. 231 ). Both the "edge" discontinuity in brightness and the "line" are well 
captured by the model. Figure 25 shows how the model behaves with a waveform that elicited 
the appearance of dark and bright slightly blurred lines, separating regions that were fairly 
homogeneous. Again the predicted brightness closely m<ttches that of observers. 
FIGURE 24 ABOUT HERE 
FIGURE 25 ABOUT HERE 
rv!orrone and Burr ( 19SS) propose that the visual system detects "lines" and "edges" by 
computing local energy and by comparing the outputs of e\·en and odd symmetric operators. 
The present approach postulates that the interactions of the non-linear circuits that produce 
boundary signals - i.e., the non-linear simple cell and the feedback circuit -- with feature 
signals will determine final percei\-ecl brightness. ''Edges" will typically be associated with 
the sharpening of boundaries, and '·lines" with the printing of filling-in features that can be 
registered in the final brightness percept. ll!orrone and Burr (19SS) propose that the signal 
for an ·'edge'' may also be the signal for a brightness change (e\'en if not accompanied by a 
corresponding luminance change), and suggest that this may account for the Craik-O'Brien 
effect. In the present approach, brightnes~ changes originate from different strengths of feature 
signals feeding into separate filling-in regions and combining with .luminance-driven signals. 
Consider, for example, the waveform in Figure 24. In our simulations, the intermediate spatial 
scale produces sharp boundaries at every inflection point of the waveform and the corresponding 
single scale brightness prediction is a square wave (with "edges"). The largest scale produces 
dense boundaries "around" the inflection points which register the "lines" that are present in 
the final multi-scale prediction. In all, different spatial scales are sensitive to distinct stimuli 
characteristics and combine to produce the final model prediction. 
Other Factors in Brightness Perception 
At least since Wertheimer (see Deck, 1972) it is known that figure-ground relationships 
may modify brightness perception. In fact, several ingenious demonstrations have shown that 
factors such as shape, transparency, and shadows, affect brightness perception. Recent exam-
ples include the work of Knill and Kersten (1991) showing that the Craik-O'Brien-Cornsweet 
effect (COCE) depends on surface curvature perception; Grunewald, Pessoa, and Ross (1994) 
have sh?wn that 3D surface interpretation also affects the COCE. Adelson (1993) has shown 
the strong influence of spatial organization and transparency on brightness. 
While no current implemented computational model of brightness perception can claim to 
account for all such factors, an important criterion in evaluating the many existing proposals 
is the extent to which they can be extended to account for such phenomena- or at least are 
compatible with them. Our neural network approach is embedded in a larger fmmework that 
has currently studied problems such as 3D figure-ground separation, including 3D neon color 
spreading and transparency (Grossberg, 1994). In fact, a preoccupation with issues such as 
surface perception has always been present in our approach (Grossberg, 1987; Grossberg and 
:\lingolla, 19S'i). 
The amount of circuitry employed in our brightness simulations is non-trivial. Apart from 
brightness perception, one may ask what does it do for biological ,·ision in general. As stated, 
our work is part of a larger frame11·orl' that is interested in different aspects of visual perception. 
The equations of model has a natural, indeed ·'ob,·ious," extension to 2D, and at the moment 
such irnplementation is being pursued. 
CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented a neural network model of brightness perception that can account for 
some challenging data involving slow variations in brightness; as well as sharp transitions. The 
model can account for the classical phenomenon of 1v!ach bands as well as other stimuli (e.g., 
brightness contrast). Our proposal was compared to alternative approaches attempting to 
explain similar sets of brightness data, such as I'd !RAGE (Watt and Morgan, 1985), MIDAAS 
(Kingdom and Moulden, 1992), and the local energy model (Burr and Morrone, 1988). 
The network model presented in this paper is in the tradition of the BCS/FCS style of filling-
in theory as developed by Grossberg and colleagues (Grossberg, 1983; Cohen and Grossberg, 
1984; Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985a,b; Grossberg and Todorovic, 1988). In the context of 
brightness simulations, the model is closely related to Grossberg and TodoroviC's (19SS) work 
and relics on the key concepts of the BCS/FCS theory, including containment of featural 
diffusion by boundary signals and modulation of boundary signals by a feedback circuit. The 
main point of departure of the current model is the proposal that two parallel channels convey 
information about the input: a contrast-driven and a luminance-driven channel. 
Grossberg (1987, 1994) proposed the FACADE Theory to explain a vast range of visual 
phenomena, including aspects of 3-D perception. The present work dealt directly with bright-
ness perception and, therefore, did not invoke all mechanisms postulated by FACADE Theory. 
For example, although our model includes multiple spatial scales, it is assumed, for simplicity, 
that they are kept independent of each other and that the final brightness prediction is a linear 
average of the single-scale predictions. On the other hand, F.-\CADE Theory postulates several 
interscale interactions responsible for figure ground separation and other aspects of 3-D visual 
perception. It remains to be seen to what extent the present work can be further extended 
through the insights of FACADE theory to meet the challenge posed in the remark by Gibson 
quoted in the introduction of I his article. 
,,-
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APPENDIX A 
The implementation employed is 1-D, i.e., stimuli of interest are actually slices through 
full 2-D stimuli with 1-D symmetry. All model parameters (Greek letters) not involved in 
spatial weighting functions (upper case letters) haw been l;ept constant across scales; spatial 
parameters that vary according to scale have an index S. Variables that are computed in 
multiple scales also contain the index S unless noted otherwise. All model variables are in 
lower case letters. Associated with each computational stage we include a reference to Figure 9 
so as guide the reader in understanding the computations of the model. Appendix B discusses 
parameter choices. 
The input pattern to the model is a spatial pattern of luminance given by!,. 
Center-surround Antagonism and 0\- and OfF-channels (Figure 9-la and 9-lb). 
The input pattern is processed by both 0\- and OFf-cells in a way similar to retinal gan-
glion cells. An 0\-cell at position i obeys a membrane equation of the form (Grossberg and 
Todoro,·ic, !9SS) 
dy( ' · , j. ·'·1c·- 1 ~ · 1···'· 
- = -O'J. - \ -- IJ. - IJ -'- -,) · ' dt : ! ' ' < ! I . I •; l ' ' -I ( 1 ) 
where cr, 3 and -~ arc constants; C,~ is the total c~cita\ory input to u;· and £,+ is the total 
inhibitory i'nput toy(". These terms clcnyte dis,crcte con\olutions of the input l; with spatial 
weighting functions, or kernels, as in 
(2) 
) ) 
where the weighting functions are defined by normalized Gaussians for the center and surround 




where u2 > u1 ("surround" bro<Idcr than ·'center"). 
Since the system is assumed to reach equilibrium quickly, ON-responses are solved at equi-
librium, dy,+ jr!t = 0, <md rectified so tlmt 
+ _ 1 I 1 [ 
(Jc+ - £+ ] + 
Y; - ex+ C/ + E/ (5) 
OFF··cclls also obey membrane equations utlculatecl at equilibrium as in 
[ 
(Jc
- E-1+ . - ')" v-:- = ~ i 
'' ex+ C; + E, 
(6) 
where [1:] = max(.T, 0). It was assumed that center and surround mechanisms provide input 
to both 0:\- and OFF-pathways, such that OFF-cells are obtained by having c,- = E/ and 
Ei = Ct The non-linear processing of membrane Equations 5 and 6 produces an imbalance 
in the amplitudes of y/ and Yi, with the resulting acti\·ity in the OFF channel being larger. We 
stress that such imbalance does not contribute in any important way to the model's beha\·ior. 
Grossberg and Wyse (1991) and Grossberg eta/. (1993) ha\·e employed an o;;joFF circuit 
m which the OFF channel has a positi\'e baseline acti\·ity "·bile the o;; channel has a zero 
baseline acti\·ity. thereby creating a "tonic" OFF signal. The present formulation (Grossberg 
and Todorovic. 1938) does not produce "tonic" OFF signals. 0\· and OFF-cells perform "lateral 
inhibition" in a way similar to models employing "rnexium-hat'' operators (sec. e.g., \larr, 
1982). Howe\·er, the membrane formulation uoed here hasse\·eral additional properties such 
as "reflectance processing" (Grossberg, 1983). 
Segr·egation of Contrast-driven and Luminance-driven Channels (Figure 9-2a, 9-
2b, and 9-3). The representation of contrast-driven and lumin<mce-driven information is ob-
tained via interactions of ON and OFF channels. ON and OFF channels compete, eliminating 
the DC component, leaving contrast information (see Figure 9-2a and 9-2b ): 
ct = [y;" - yi]+ and c; = [Yi - ytJ+ (7) 
"Baseline," or luminance-driven, activity is obtained by pooling the output of ON and OFF 
channels, obtaining a low-pass filtered and non-linearly compressed transform:tlion of the input 
(see Figure 9-3) 
I + + -i = Yi Yi · (S) 
See Neumann (1993a, 1994) for further details. 
Simple and Complex Cell Responses (Figure 9-4, 9-5, and 9-6). Simple and Complex 
cells are the first major stages leading to the computation of boundaries. Before feeding into 
simple cells, ON- and OFF-contrast signals are blurred by (see Figure 9-4): 
b5+ = '\' c+ J,·s and bs- = '\' c-:- !1 5 
I 0 '] )I I L._, ) ]I (9) 
) 
where 
l ·S I . ( ( · ·)2j·1 2) , ,, = e-:p - J - z -eJ s 
' ~ asv !-I. 
(10) 
and as determines the spatial e-:tent of the blurring Gaussian kernels, II' hereS = 1, ... , k, and 
k is the number of scales. '\ole that these are the first multi-scale computations in the model; 
the initial stages of O')OFF center-surround filtering and segregation into contrast-dri,·en and 
luminance-driven channels are computed for a single scale. 
The model employs simple cells that respond to light-dark and dark-light luminance transi-
tions (Figure 9-5 ), as functionally described in Section "Simple and Complex Cells". These are 
obtained by collecting contrast-driven information from spatially different branches. Consider 
a simple cell at position i. For a light-dark cell, Oi\-informati6n originate~ from the "left" and 
OFF-information from the "righL" (with respect to position i). To simplify the notation below 
we use the following index convention: I= i- as and r = i +as, where I and r are the "left" 
and "right" spatial offsets and as is a scale dependent constant (as used in Equation 10). The 
equations for the ON-channel of a light-dark simple cell are 
dq;l· + &+ &- + 
-- = -(IJ· -j- I - 7) q-dl ' ' ' (11) 
and 
(12) 
where (, 11, ft, and 11 are constants. The spatial scale superscript S has been dropped to 
J.j 
simplify the notation. Equations 11 and 12 determine how the second and third stages of the 
oc< channel of a light-dark cell behaves. (See Figure 3). The (blurred) ON-contrast excites 
it and the (blurred) OFF-contrast inhibits it; inhibition is performed in a multiplicative, or 
shunting, form. Note that the inhibition of the OFF channel on qt (opponent inhibition) 
rea.lizes the mechanism of disinhibition referred to before. By inhibiting stage 2 it inhibits the 
inhibitory effect qt has on stage 3 (zt in Equation 12), thereby producing disinhibition. These 
processes are assumed to reach equilibrium quickly and are thereby computed as 
and 
Similarly for the OFF channel of a light-dark cell, the equilibrated ,·alues are 
and b) -i ;:::: --'---
fl + uq, 
The final response for a light-dark simple cell is computed as 
S ~ - -+ I ~­!- _:_i T ..:.i · 





Complex cell responses are insensitive to direction oS sonttast and are obtained by summing 
light-dark and dark-light simple cell responses (Figure 9-6). It is assumed that the complex 
cell output is a scaled-thresholded version as in 
x; = K[si + sf - OJ+ (16) 
where 1; and 0 are constants. 
Boundaries: Feedback Competition of Complex Cell Responses (Figure 9-7). 
Boundaries are obtained by processing complex cell responses through a recurrent competitive 
network. The system sharpens strong inputs and leaves small signals largely unmodified, as 
discussed in Section "The Recurrent Competitive Field". The multi-scale non-linear feedback 
network was constructed along the lines of Gwssberg and !\'larshall (1989) (see also Grossberg, 
1973; Wilson ct a/., 1992) and is given by (spatial scale superscript S omitted) 
dw . Tt = -nc; + (x- w;)(F;+ + Bt)- (¢ + w;)(F;- + Bi). (17) 
where r, x, and¢ are constants. Term F;+ is the total excitatory feedforward signal for node 
i, B/ is the lotitl excitatory feedback signal, [;·- is the total inhibitory feedforwa.rd signal, and 
B;- is the total inhibitory feedback signal. All the signals are discrete convolutions: 
p+ ='\'X F'' 
1 ~·I Jl ( 18) 
F;'- =I: 1:;F1i (19) 
) 
B+ =-;:; '\' h(lL',)B': 
I L ~ )• (20) 
B;- = V' I: h(wj)Bj, (21) 
) 
where -;:; and ''-' arc constants. The feedback signal function was chosen "faster-than-linear" 
abo,·e threshold 
h(x) = [max(x- 0,0)] 1 (22) 
where b is a constant. The feedback sig~als B(: and B;- are, chosen non-linear ("faster-than-
linear") so as to generate the noise suppression and contrast enhancement properties desired 
(see Grossberg, 1973; Grossberg and Marshall, 1989). The spatial kernels used in the above 
equations, 1~;·, F1;, Bj1;, and B;-;, were all defined iLS Gaussians whose spatial parameters 
depend on scale as in equation 1 0; the standard deviations of the Gaussians are, respectively, 
o-j+, oJ-, o~'+, and of-. In order to obtain the desired sharpening behavior, these space 
constants are defined such that !Jf+ is very small ("strong" excitatory feedback limited to a 
single node) and !J7·- = !Jf- (Grossberg and Marshall, 1989). 
ON and OFF Feature Filling-in (Figure 9-Sa and 9-Sb ). The above stages have specified 
how, after the initial ON/OFF filtering and the segregation into contrast-driven and luminance-
driven channels, the contrast-driven signals are used in order to produce boundary signals. 
Contrast-driven signals are also used as featural quality and together with the luminance-
driven channel, determine (single-scale) brightness. filling-in is performed for both ON and 
OFF domains (Grossberg, 19S7b; Grossberg and Wyse, 1991: Arrington, 1993; Cove, 1994; 
Grossberg eta/., 1993). 
Diffusive filling-in for the Ol'i domain is implemented as (figure 9-Sa) 
I: ( vJ'+ - vf+ )PJ; + ct 
jEN, 
and similarly for the OFF domain (Figure 9-Sb) 
d 5-
V; \ 5- , L ( 5- 5-) 5 + -




where ,\ is a constant and l'i; specifies the neighborhood of influence of node i (Cohen and 
Grossberg, 1934; Grossberg and Todorol'ic, 19SS). Terms c~ and c;- are the oc;- and OFF-
contrasts which are computed at a single scale in Equation 7. Diffusion is limited to nearest 
neighbors so that:\= (i- 1,i + 1). The diffusion coeflicients, pf,, regulate the magnitude of 
cross influence of location j on location i and depend on boundary signals as 
s p }J·=---




where p and c are constants. 
Filling-in is implemented as indicated in Figure 26. Boundary signals always have their 
effect "between" diffusion locations; i.e., they do not affect permeability of diffusion within a 
filling-in position but between positions. In pra.ctice this was done by having filling-in spatial 
locations and boundary spatial locations separated with filling-in positions given by i = 2n 
and boundary positions by k = '2n + l. See Geman and Geman (1984) for a similar scheme. 
FIGURE 26 ABOUT HERE 
Single Scale Brightness Prediction (Figure 9-9). The filled in activities in the ON 
and OFF domains arc used in conjunction with the luminance-driven channel to determine the 
single scale brightness prediction, u;. The lurninancc-clrivcn channel provides a baseline of 
:)7 
activity that can be modified by the equilibrated ON- and OFF-contrasts. The interactions are 
governed by the following differential equ<ttion 
duf s 1 S+ s s--=-<u. + ·+ov- -wu-v-dt l, I I ~ I t I (26) 
which is computed at equilibrium 
l + S-i-S ; pv; U; = S ~ -j- WV; 
(27) 
where~' Q, and ware constants. Equation 2G says that the single scale brightness is determined 
by ha1·ing the luminance-driven signal (I; in Equation S computed for one scale) and the ON 
filling-in acti1·ity ( t·f+ in Equation 23) have an excitatory effect on uf, and the OFF filling-
in acti1·ity (r-[- in Equation 24) have an inhibitory effect on uf. This computational stage 
formally defines how contrast-driven and lumina.nce-driven information are recombined in order 
to predict brightness appearance. 
Single scale brightness predictions usc ON and OFF filling-in combined with luminance-
driv-en information which does not go through a process of diffusion. \\'e have adopted this 
scheme for simplicity but should analysis of a larger body of data indicate that the luminance-
driven channel also undergoes filling-in, our present scheme may have to be revised. It should 
be noted, h'owe1·er, that both schemes can account for the results shown in tbis paper (involving 
~ 1.-
only minor parameter changes). 
Multiple Scale Brightness Pooling (Figure 9-10). The final brightness percept is ob-
tained by taking the mean of all spatial scales: 
(28) 
where k is the number of scales being employed. f, is the final output of the model. 
Table l provides a summary of the variables used. Together with the variable name, a brief 
description of its functional significance is given, the equation where it is formally defined is 
provided, and the location of the computational stage employing the variable is indicated with 
refcrellce to figure 9. 
TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE 
APPENDIX B 
Although the rnoclel formally defined in equirtions 1 to 28 has a large number of parameters, 
the model is robust in that most of them can be selected from a large array of values. Moreover, 
many of the parameters simply determine scale.dependent weighting functions, such as the 
Gaussiirns used in several of the model stages; in such cases, larger scales are obtained by 
multiplying the space constants of the smallest scale by constant factors. (See Grossberg's 
( 1987, 1994) discussion of "self.similarity" across scales.) In what follows we discuss the 
rationale for se\·eral of the parameter choices for certain models stages. Other parameters 
define attributes such as acti\·ity ranges and decay of activity; these can be chosen from a \·ast 
range of \·alues without affecting the overall beha\·ior of the system. 
TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE 
Simple Cell. The choice of parameters for simple cells was driven by wanting trapezoidal 
waves of varying contrasts and absolute amplitude to generate l\!ach bands. In other words, 
~ I: 
both low and high contrast trapezoidal waves should pro-duce ~".!ach bands (of different strength) 
although the initial filtering responses will be of (very) different magnitudes; these stimuli 
should therefore produce similar boundary responses. Suppose a light-dark simple cell only 
receives non-zero inputs from, say, the 0:'\-channel (such as in the higher "knee-point" of a 
ramp). Equations 13 to 15 imply that the final response, s), will be of the form 
X f(x) = . 
A+ Bx 
(29) 
From the definition of q;' in Equation 13 and the fact that the OFF channel is not active (spatial 
scale superscripts S omitted below) 
IJ+ 
If+= _I 
' ( (30) 
Substituting this v·:tlue into the definition of z( in Equation 13 we have 
(31) 
Since the OFF channel is inactive, s) ~" 4. Therefore, s) is of the form of Equation 29 if 
x = bi, .4 = JL, and B = vj(. After (was fixed at a value of one, the remaining parameters 
were chosen so that f(x) would operate close Lo its saturation range: .4 small (11 small) and B 
large (11 large); i.e., increases in .r produce small increases in f(.r). With such parameters, the 
model correctly predicts Mach bands as shown in the computer simulations. Moreover, a higher 
contrast trapezoidal wave will also produce bands in our simulations, although the simple cell 
inputs (O!i/OFF contrasts) may be much larger. That is, complex cell responses will be very 
similar in magnitude for both stimulus contrast v·alues, and therefore will not be sharpened 
for either contrast. If only stimulus contrast changes (and not the spati2J configuration), 
eventually the complex cell responses will become larger and start to be contrast enhanced by 
the recurrent competitive field. This behav·ior is in <tccord with data; since in this case only 
the steepness (slope) of the ramp changes, e1·entually the \!ach bands should disappear. 
Complex cells. Complex cell activity (Equation 16) has to exceed a threshold, 0, before 
having an output. In our simulations, 0 = 0.2, and, therefore. for the low contrast missing 
~ I: 
fundamental, complex cells only have activity associated wi'th "edge" locations. Thus, only 
sharp boundaries are present and a square wave percept in produced. For all other stimuli, 
the complex cell threshold does not have a significant effect. 
Recurrent competitive field. Equations 17 through 22 specify how complex cell responses 
are processed in order to generate boundary responses. Four parameters are important. The 
strength of feedback is determined by parameters ¢ and rv. These were chosen large so as 
to produce very sharp signals once feedback is "activated." The behavior of the recurrent 
competitive field can be described as "winner-take-all-above-threshold" within local regions-
for t ---+ oo. Therefore, the most critical parameter is the a-threshold (Equation 22), which 
determines the magnitude of the complex cell responses that will "trigger" sharpening. Since 
the a-threshold determines only when feedback is triggered, is behaves as a "soft" threshold. 
For our simulations, !5 wa.s chosen so as to guarantee that a low contrast square wave (or 
'I 0 
low contrast missing fundamental) would have complex cell responses liu·ge enough to trigger 
feedback, thereby producing sharp bounda.ries and a square wave appearance. 
As mentioned above, the recurrent circuit behaves in the limit as "winner-take-all-above-
threshold" within local regions. The spatial extent of these regions is determined by the 
feedback-off-surround parameter, (Jf-, used in Equation 21. In our simulations, uf- specifies 
an area large enough so that very sharp boundary signals ensue when a square wave is pro-
cessed; this is illustrated when processing the low contrast missing fundamental. Smaller values 
of uf- would leaw "surviving" boundary signals around the sharp boundary peak associated 
with the "edges" of the missing fundamental. 
ON/OFF filling-in. Parameters p and 'in Equation 25 determine the amount of boundary 
permeability and are chosen so that "small" boundary signals, such as encountered in the 
simulations of the trapezoidal wave, can function as print signals. In other words, in such 
cases small boundaries have to be strong enough to effectively "block" diffusion such that the 
modulation present in the FCS input (to difi'usion) is "trapped" ---such as the overshoots and 
undershoots in the trapezoidal wa,·e. 
APPENDIX C 
, .. 
In order to produce the plots shown in Figures 12 aMI 13 ,Je emploj;ed the same assumptions 
to those of Ross et al. (1989). Thresholds that take into account probabi'iity summation were 
predicted with an equation for sensitivity given by 
(32) 
where k = 1 is a proportionality constant, i is a spatial scale index, :c is a position index, f3 is 
a parameter of the Weibull function (Weibull, 1951) related to the slope of the psychometric 
function with a value of 3.5, u;(x) is the model response at position x of the ith spatial scale, 
and r is the spatial interval for which probability summation occurs. In order to simulate 
thresholds for seeing Mach bands, we only considered the regions of the model's output that 
actually comprise the bands themselves, i.e., the undershoots and overshoots of the on the 
41 
output waveform (sec Ross cl a/. ( 1989) for further details). The parameters used to generate 
the pluts in Figures 12 and 13 were the same as for all other simulations. 
Equation 1 and 2 of Ross ct al. (1989) were used to generate the input stimuli. The ratio 
of ramp width to period wast= 0.125. 
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Figure I: Boundary signals and filling-in. Stages correspond to hypothetical computations. 
Boundaries are computed in a two-stage process: boundary and boundary feedback. A) Il-
lustration of how print signals can potentially account for \!ach bands. If boundary signals 
are "strong" enough to block diffusion everywhere, the featural signals are "printed" to the 
filling-in stage. B) A luminance step is perceived as a brightness step since boundary sig-
nals are spatially localized and featural quality is able to spread (clirninating 01crshoots and 





Figure 2: ON/OFF filtering responses (zero DC lcl·el). :\) Luminance step. B) Luminance 
ramp. 
... 
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Figure 3: The circuit for a simple cell sensiti1·e to light-dark luminance transitions. \'umbers 
refer lo circuit stages. Inputs are from initial o:c. /OFF filtering. See text for details. 
, .. 
(A) + + + 
(B) 
Fl ••••• 
Figure 4: Recurrent competitiYe circuit. The inputs to the circuit are the complex cell re-
sponses. The outputs serve as boundary signals. There are two sets of connections, excitatory 
(A) and inhibitory (B), between layers Fr and F2. Connection strength is a Gaussian function 
of distance and is illustrated by the width of lines . 
... 
(A) (B) (C) 
BEFORE 
AFTER 
Figure 5: Behavior of the recurrent competitive field. Top: Inputs to circuit. Bottom: Results 
after computations. A) Activity large enough to trigger feedback is contrast enhanced; re-
maining acti,·ity is "quenched". B) The same occurs for this input profile. The circle denotes 
an input ani,·ity exactly the same as the one contrast enhanced in A). C) Activities that are 











Figure 6: Architecture proposed by :\eumann (1993a., 1994) for the computation of contrast-
driven and luminance-driven information. Initially, ON and OFF center-surround operators 
(larger circles) filter the input scene. Opponent inhibition and channel pooling produce 













Figure 1: Illustration of how contrast-driven and luminance-driven signals are used in the 
FCS to produce (single-scale) brightness predictions. :\fter contrast-driven and luminance-
driven signals are segregated, the former are used as inputs to filling-in before combining with 
the lurninance-dri1·en signals for the final (single-scale) brightness prediction. A single set of 
boundary signals regulates 0\ and OFT filling-in and is computed in the BCS. 
,_. 
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Figure 8: The key computations of the model can be summarized 111 four "stages" indicated 











Figure 9: Diagram of model components. Stages that pcrfoim multi-scale computations are 
specified by several "shifted boxes." Simple and complex cells are indicated by polarity specific 
and direction of contrast insensitive "cells," respectively. The final output is given by the stage 
"Multiple Scale Brightness." The names employed arc indicated in parenthesis in the formal 
description of the model stages. The numbers in each box are keyed to the equations that 
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Figure 10: ~!ach bands are seen on trapezoidal waves. 
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Figure 11: Processing of trapezoidal wave. First column: ~lach bands originate from print 
signals. Dense boundaries (dotted line) from shallow luminance gradients do not allow feature 
signals (solid line) to spread. Such gradients do not produce 0:\ /OFF juxtaposition and are not 
non-linearly amplified by simple cells. Therefore, they do not trigger the sharpening produced 
by the recurrent competitive field; dense boundaries result. Second column: Print signals are 
shown "zoomed-in" around a single overshoot and undershoot in order to emphasize that each 
"peak" in the first column has boundaries capable of non-trivial blockage of diffusion over 
several network units; the smooth curve spans nine simulation neural units. Third column: 
Equilibrated filling-in responses sholl' the contribution of diffusion mechanisms to the final 
percept. Only the light and dark bands are registered. Fourth column: The luminance-driven 
channel registers the overall waveform modulation which is combined with the filling-in signals 
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Figure 12: Left: Strength of light mach band as a function of spatial frequency as predicted 
by the model. .\11 runs used to generate the plot employed the fixed set of parameters of the 
initial set of siJ:oulations. Right: Threshold contrast for seeing light \lach bands (triangles) 
as a function of spatial frequency (c/deg) as obtained by Ross ti a!. (1939): adapted with 
permission. 
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Figure 13: Left: Strength of light mach band as a function filter cut-off frequency as predicted 
by the model. All runs used to generate the plot employed the fixed set of parameters of the 
initial set of simulations. Right: Threshold contrast for seeing ~!ach bands (triangles) as a 
function of cut-off frequency as obtained b)' Ross ct a/. (1939); adapted with permission. 
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Figure 14: Brightness overshoots and undershoots perceived on triangular waves . 
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Figure 15: High contrast missing fundamental. 
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Figure 20: Series of luminance "cusps." While the outer reg1ons differ m brightness, the 
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Figure 21: Modified Chevreul illusion devised hy lvlorrone et al. (1994). Lines are added to 
the luminance steps. The final brightness produced by the model correctly generates illusory 
brightness steps at the lines, where no luminance difference exists. This simulation employed 
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Figure 22: Four of the interpretation rules emplo)·ed by \l!D:\:\S. Rules specify how filtered 
responses are interpreted in terms of brightness ··predictions·' according to properties of the 
filtered responses ie.g., zero-crossings). Left: Input stimuli. \Iiddle: Filtering responses. 




Figure :?3: Interpretation rules and "uneven" contrast. .-\) Luminance distribution. B) How 
does ~!!0.-\.-\S process this stimulus? C) Brightness prediction. :\pplication of rule (d) together 
with "extrapolation'' produces a brightness ramp where one should not exist. 
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Figure 24: Wa\'cform with amplitude spectrum of a square \\'ave but with phase -;;/4. A square 
wave brightness profile with !vlach-like bands is predicted by the model. This simulation 
employed the fixed set of parameters of the initial set of simulations. 
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Figure 25: \Van:forrn with amplitude spectrum of a square wave but with phase 0. The model 
predicts that the square wave brightness modulation disappears. Light and clark lines separate 
regions of uniform brightness. This simul<rtion employed the fixed set of parameters of the 
initial set of simulations. 
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Figure 26: Implementation of filling-in. Boundary signals can only affect permeability between 




- - j CENTER-SURROU\D FILTERING 
Equation Figure 9 
y(_L, Yi l_o __ N~/,_O_F_F_fi_l_te_r_in-"g'------------------l--1 _____ 4 1 a/ 1 b 
' _ CONTRAST-DRIVE:/ A?\D LUh!INANCE-Dl\l\'EN CHANNELS 
c; , c; ON /OFF contrast-driYen 7 2a/2b 
I; luminance-driven 8 3 1\--_:___-l---
sgrrLE AND CO'I!PLEX CELLS 
bf+, bf- ON /OFF blurred contrast-driven 
qf+, q;'- ON /OFF simple cell stage 2 
zf'+, z;5- ON/OFF simple cell stage 3 
sf' light-dark simple cell 
9 
13 and 14 





s;'2 dark-light simple cell 5 
x 5 complex cell response 16 6 \ 11--·'--' --+--c·---'-c--::----:------'---------------·---- --------+---
BOD:\ DAR!ES 'I I ---1 
wf boundary signal (feedback) _ ___1:2__ 7 
H--'-----+-- ----'------------ -- ----------~ 
FILL!:\ G-IN 
vf+, vf~ ON /OFF filling-in 
11 _ __,_P"-'f; __ -+diffusion permeability 
BR!Gl!T\ESS 
Table 1: Processing stages of the system. The first column specifies the variable name, the 
second column provides a brief functional description, the third column indicates the equation 
where it is defined, and the fourth column indicates where in Figure 9 the variable is used. 
Indices i and j refer to spatial positions. Every variable with the superscript S is computed 
for multiple scales; in the equations S was sometimes omitted to improve readability. 





Ct activation dec<ty 50.0 1 
fJ polarization constant 1.0 l 
I hyperpolarization constant 0.1 l 
0"] center space constant 1.0 3 
0"2 surround space constant I 2.0 4 
··- -
Sn!PLE Al\D COMPLEX CELLS 
0"1' 0'2 l CJ3 blurring space constants 0. 75, 1.5, 3.0 10 
( activation decay for stage 2 1.0 11 
Tf shunting constant for stage 2 
I 
0.0025 11 
jJ activation decay for stage 3 0.1 12 
v shunting constant for stage 3 2.0 12 
/{. scaling factor 0.1 








acti\·ation decay i 0.1 l7 T I 
X polarization constant I 0 .. 5 17 
6 hyperpolarization constant I OA 17 
~ feedback excitatory strength I 30000.0 20 
?jJ feedback inhibitory strength i l 0000.0 21 
' 8, 8-threshold 0 04 22 
I~ 2+ 3-J· feed forward excitatory spac~- constants 1.0, 2.0, 4.0 J( ,a! ,Jf 
1- 2- 3- feedforward inhibitory space constant_s l.S, :1'.6, 7.2 (Jf ,Jf ,J{ 
1+ 2+ + feedback excitatory space constant 0.1, 0.1875, 0.28125 CJo 1crb ,cro 
1- 2- 3- feedback inhibitory space constant l.S, 3.6, 7.2 o-o 1CJb 1CJb 
-
FILLING-IN 
,\ activation decay 0.5 23 
p permeability numerator factor 450.0 24 
( permeability denominator factor 5000.0 ~-
-0 
BRIGHTNESS 
~ activation decay 20.0 26 
g scaling factor 10.0 26 
w scaling factor 200.0 26 
Table 2: Parameters. 
